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INTRODUCTION
ANDREVIEW
OFTHELITERATURE
The Western Fence Lizard,
Girard,

Sceloporus

occurs over a wide range in western

of the most co:mmor1lyseen lizards
its

diurnal

habits

which include

trunks,

poles of fences,

ationo

The range of the species

fornia

and from the California
(Stebbins.

quate cover consisting
are available.

by Camp (1916L

does not occur in the low desert
where there

is ade-

sagebru.sh 9 and where basking areas

c,f this

species

to absorb sunlight

areas from sea level
(9 9 000 feet)

of §__gelopo:rusoccidentalis

Smith (1939), and Bell

It has net been possible

altitudina.l

and warm

near the California
:i.n the mountains of

the physical

(19.54).

have been published

Bell recognizes

six su.b

to examine populations

in other

rangesv and it is :recognized that populations

:may vary

0

cause of some differences
and biotic
occidentalis

the subspecies~
attains

ra.di-

coast through Nevada into the Great Basin

of over 2P750 meters

Taxonomic studies

Sceloeorus

exposed to solar

Nevada 9 and Utah.

Ca1ifomia,

species.

exposed on rocks, tree

extends from Washington to Baja Cali-

of at least

quicKly enables it to inhabit
coast to altitudes

baskmg fully

but is fou..'l'l.din habitats

'!he ability

It is one

in areas where it occurs because of

This species

1966),

Baird and

North America.

and on other objects

area of Idaho and Utah.
valleys

occidentalis

a larger

in altitude

Baird,

iJ1

The Great Ba.sin populations,
covers the widest range of a:ny of

and except for _§,.,;2." .t!Y'.lori which is of equal size.

individual

~

be~•

and t.½.eacccmpa:nying differences

environments.
longipes

0

size than any other subspeciesa

2,

The subspecies
rather

studied
Berkeley,
field

Sceloporus

extensively,

California.

occidenta.lis

occidentalis

probably because it occurs convenient to

Fitch

(1940)

studied.§..

2.• occidentalis

near Medford, Oregon, and near Berkeley,

emphasis on growth and behavior.

California,

Thermal relations

Testicular

reflectivity.
S. occidentalis

have been

have been studied

by Dawson

Talbot and Livezey (196LJ-)and Cole-

the closely

histology
studied

related

and seasonal

area of integumental
changes of the testes

by Wilhoft and Quay (1961).

(1965) studied the diet of Ii_. occidenta.lis.

other studies

and physiology have ms.de use of this

(Ells,

species

The study areas of Fitch

of anatomy

1954; Stebbins and

fence •••

occurs in many kinds of plant

(1940)

as "a stretch

'Which passes through an overgrazed pasture

•••.

1964).

communities.
of rail
, a stretch

fence • • • through open woods of Garry oak • • • • , and a board

of rail

fence and a. wooden bridge adjacent
Monterey
dentalis

were described

of

Johnson

Eakin 1958; Dawson and Bartholomew 1956; Mullen, 1962; le. Point,
Sceloporus occidentalis

study

(19,58a, 19,58b), Wilhoft and .Anderson (1960),

I.arson (1961), and McGinnis (1965).
man and Livezey (1968) studied

with special

Monterey County, Cali-

of_§,. occidentalis

and Bartholomew (1956), Wilhoft

in the

Davis (1967) made a more detailed

of growth and size at the Hastings Reservation,
fornia.

has been

cypress,
typically

and native

to pasture

chaparral."

land,

eucalyptus

trees,

In the Great Basin.§.. occi-

occurs in the pinyon-juniper

plant community but also

occurs in areas of oak brush (Quercus _g_ambelii), and sometimes in nearly
pure stands of Artemisia

tridentata

if basking areas are available.

Biotic Environment
The plant canopy cover on the study plot at Rainier Mesa is approximately 60 percent,

with the dominant plant Pinus monoQhulla.

other woody

plants

such a.s .Artemisia tridents.ta.

cepha.la9 Juniperus

osteosperna,

Ribes velutisium,

Tetra~ia

thosbrmn nuttallii
Th.e percentage

Quercus ga.mbelii, Gutierrezia

Purshia t:ridentata,

canescens,

Ephedra viridis,

Leptodactylon

11'.!8.ke
up the greater

punge~.

and Linan-

part of the plant cover.
because it varies

of annuals is not included

micrc-

(Fig. 1),

considerably

each year depending on the moisture available •

(1963) deal with both the plant and

.Allred, Beck and Jorgensen

animal components of the pinyon-juniper
deal only with those species
directly.

that affect

For a complete list

(1963) and Beatley

community and comments here will

of plants

Sceloporus occidentalis

lon~21!.

and animals see Allred,

et al.

Only two other species

(1965),

buriana and Eurneces skiltoni~

of lizards,

.Q!!_stans-

uta.hensis 9 were found on the study plot.

Both of these species are considerably

smaller than.§..£.•

longipes

and

tend to feed on smaller prey in general and are therefore

not likely

exert very much competitive

On the lower

foothills

pressure

on§.. occidentalis.

of the Rainier Mesa Sceloporus magiste:r and~-

overlap their

ranges

food, shelter

a.11dbasking

and in this

9

sites

driving

is undoubtedly more intense.

through the area that a basking site

a member of one species
later.

phytus wi.slezeni

the hatchling

Crotaphytus

occu::r on the fringes

but no observations
is almost certain

that

that the two

and juvenile

'lb.:ree species

species

No effort

on a boulder was occupied by
collaris

of the§_.

have been :recorded.

fer

but it has been. observed in

one day and by the other species

It is also possible

occidentalis

area of overlap the competition

has been made to study the area of overlap,

to

only two days

baileyj., and _Cr9.t~:~

occidenta.lis

If these species

population,

do overlap,

it

of C:rotaph;x:tus prey at least. on

.£• occi.dentalis.

of snakes have been collected

on o:r near the stu~,·

Figure 1. - Views of the study plot photograph taken July 14, 1968.

5
plot.

One specimen of Viasticophis ta.eniatus

G-12 on the plot in 1966 •

.Another _!1. ta.eniatus

captured 50 to 75 feet northwest
ophis melanoleucus deserticola

was captured,

was captured within 150 feet of the northThree specimens of Crota.lus mitchelli

:marked by sea.le clipping,

been recaptured.

A large

and released

at station

A survey of the abundance of arthropod

ted to

rest

G-4 on the plot in 1967.
species

in the area goes

study, but it is obvious to anyone who has attemp~

number of species and as individuals.

known to be commonby their

are beetles

(mostly Tenebrionidae)p

scorpions,

p:inyon-juniper

There are 28

A list

of

other

appearance in can-traps
(Stenope1matus

animals collected

plant community at Nevada Test Site is presented

Of the possible

Site,

predators

the Rainier Mesa only one species,
feed extensively

on lizards.

ator of lizards

and an adult

A large _!1.taeniatus
£• occidentalis

frequent

Jerusalem crickets

and solpugids.

Connnunities of the Nevada.~

by Allred,

of Sceloporus
Masticophis

Masticophis
can easily

in captivity

from the
in~-

Beck, and Jorgensen
occidentalis
taeniatus,

taeniatus

(1963),.

longipes

on

is known to

is definitely

eat a large adult£•

a pred-

E.• longi,e_es.

has been observed to eat four large

in a period of less than four hours.

The gopher snake, Pituophis
snake,

He has not

of ants knovm to occur on Rainier Mesa (Cole, 1966).

arthropods
fuscus),

in 1965.

specimen

in the shade of a pinyon on Rainier Mesa that ants are

abundant both as to
species

One large

specimen vras seen on the west edge of the plot

in 1966 and a female was collected
beyond the scope of this

but not

A very large ~-

on or near the study plot.

have been sighted

near station

was sighted,

of the plot in 1967.

east corner of the plot in 1967.
stephensi

was collected

Crotalus mitchelli

melanoleucus,

and the Pana.mint rattle-

ste.e..h:_ep.s_i,,
are potential

predators

of

.e_.

6
occidenta.lis,
unlikely

but both species are believed

that. they exert appreciable

to prefer

pressure

:ma.nnna.ls
and it :i.s

on the.£•

occidentalis

population.
No evidence has been found during the course of this
indicate

prey on the lizards,
that :ms.:m:ma.ls

but several

study to

species

cf mammals

in other areas.

known to occur in the area have been shown to

eat lizards

Coyotes are known to eat western fence lizards

(Leach and Frazier,

and Ferrel,
lizards

Leach, and Tillotson,

1953). Foxes, bobcats,

even cougars may occasionally

prey upon these lizards.

if the shrew should find the lizard
and torpido

alive to the Civil Effects

or other insects

that shrews kill

in can-traps.

ceous insect.

At least

It was a juvenile
predator

th.at the insect

and possibly

A shrew killed
in nature,

especially

hiding place when it is cold
in the can-trap

Test Operations laboratory

1,ras taken

in Mercury, Nevada,

It showed the ravenous appetite

but would not kill
were available

and eat lizards

for

as long

for food, so it is doubtful

Stenopelma.tus fuscus,

other lizards

one S. occidentalis

of§..

recaptured
occidentalis

would kill

killed

were badly injured

and seemed to be in fairly

but was never seen or
possible

occidentalis

very many lizards.

Jerusalem crickets,
lizards

lizards

the lizard

for about a month.

which shrews are noteworthy,
as crickets

in its

'llie shrew that killed

and kept alive

s.

skunks, weasels,

Perhaps shrews kill

in a can-trap.

than

from the study plot when they were trapped

and ate one of the lizards
together

1953). Badgers are also known to eat

though the records are of other species

(Leach and Frazier.

1953;

after

by this preda-

had a forelimb amputated.
good condition

release.

in nature,

and eat lizards

and ate several

Here again

'Whenreleased
we have a

but no evidence to show

under any circumstances

other

7
than the unnatural

confinement of the two animals in the can-traps •

.Ants and scorpions

also killed

several

small lizards

while togethe.r

in can-traps.
There are several
Amongthem the shrike
Rainier

Mesa.

species

of birds that ma.y prey on lizards.

hawks, and falcons

9

A roadrunner

are known to be present

has been seen in the pinyon.ajuniper

on
conmru.:n-

ity at Pahute Control Point and may at times reach the top of Rainier
Mesa.
Parasites
Of 145 liza:r·d stomachs examined, 41 conta:ined round worm parasites"

Many contained

only one worm whereas the ma.:x:inrum
was 30.
was 4.09.

those parasitized
sites.

The intestines

9

have not been examined.

Only stomachs r,rere examined for worm para-

which undoubtedly
Intestines

conta:ined some worm pa:rasitest

a.re still

Mites are commonon many species
mite is known to infest§..

2,.. longipes

available

of lizards.

from the lizards

May, June and July (Allred and

Beck, 1962).

brief

of

Geckobiella

during the months of

also have been taken from.§.. 2..· 1pngipes.

During a

period in the summer of 1966 a record was kept and about half of

all lizards

captured had one or more tickso
Physical

The high altitude
above sea level
valleys.
higher.

for examination.

Only one species

on Rainier Mesa.

te:x.ana Banks has been collected
Small ticks

The average for

0

Envirorunent

of the Rainier

gives it a climate very

Mesa, 2,286 meters
different

(?,500 feet)

from the su:rr·o'.mding

The tempe:r'atures are much lower and the rainfall

0

considera.hly

8

The rock cap of the R.ainier Mesa is lava and the cap is covered
only by a shallow ma..."'ltleof soil formed from the lava with the addition
of organic matter from decaying pine needles and other plant materials.
At the base of pinyons and junipers
decaying needles.

there is a deep layer

'!here are many rock outcroppings

of decayed and

throughout the study

plot and they along with rock fragments and tree trunks furnish
areas and shelter

fo:r• lizards.

Climatic conditions

prevailing

at the Neva.da Test Site were sum-

marized by .A11red, et a.1 (1963) .for the yea.rs 1959-61.
9

near the R.ainier Mesa study plot.

precipitation

report

precipitation

Weather Bureau reports

more than reported

the great variability
reported

that 36 percent

of this

area •

of the precipitation

months (April through September).
years)

inches :respectiirely.

by AJ.lred, et al.

in the climate

averages 41. 3 percent.

Available

An

(1963) and indicates
.Allred, et al.

(1963)

data for 1965-1967 ( three

There :may be heavy precipitation

occa.s:i.ona,'liy

moist period seems to

average of the precipitation

the years 1965-67 was 1. 4 :inches per month.

This

occurred during the summer

during any month; however, the most consistently

July and August.

for the

for 1965, 1966 and 1967 to be

12. 67 (June through December), 7. Y+and ll.13
is considerably

to the

They report 8.75 inches of

for 1960 and 6.74 for 1961.

R.ainier Mesa. station

Their reference,

at 7,480 feet gives a comparable elevation

to two weather stations
station

bask:ing

for these months fo~

The greatest

for one month was 4. 67 inches in November, 1965.

amou.nt :recordE,d

Octcber and June have

been the dri.est mcnths with an average of only • 29 inches.
Temperatures a.re moderate,

rarely

exceeding 29.J.,1,C(85F) in sumrne.r

and reaching O degrees upon. occasions during the w:inter.
temperatures

were belo't·, freezing

(?. 2C) and a trace

On J'une

of snow fell.

1, 196'?,
A

9
freezing

storm also occurred in mid-September,

therefore,

subject

to the cold fronts

the north and to the influences

1965. Rainier Mesa is,

which descend across the desert

of the hot desert

valleys

from

which nearly

surround it.
No major study of the life
Sceloporus
this

occidentalis

study will

longipes

history

has been published

add to our understanding

home range, behavior,

and general

and ecology of the subspecies
and it is hoped that

of the li.fe history,

ecology of this

food ha.bits.

commonwestern lizard.

10

METHODS
ANDPROCEDURES
The study was begun in July of 1965 and concluded in July of 1968.
The field
July

work was for the most pa.rt carried

and August.

1968.

on only in the months of June,

Limited data were collected

in September of 1965 arid

Some sampling was done in October of 1967 and also in April and

¥.ay of 1967 and 1968.

'Ihe lizards

hibernate

from October until

The study plot used for capture and release

April.

methods is on Rainier

Mesa at the Nevada Test Site of the United States Atomic Energy Commission in Nye County, Nevada.
feet).

is 2,287 meters (7,500

'Ihe elevation

'lhe plot is 137.25 by 183 meters (450 x 600 feet)

of 2.51 hectares

(6.2 acres).

It is in a piriyon-juniper

plot was staked out in a grid with 15.25 meters (50 feet)
'.lhe stakes sometimes had to be moved slightly
but were always placed as near as possible
When the plot was established

and has an area
community.

'Ihe

between stakes.

because of rocks and trees,
to their

proper location.

it had ten rows of stakes in each direction,

but three rows of ten were added to the south end of the plot in 1966.
A can-trap
possible

was placed at the base of each stake as near to the stake as
on the south side.

Here again it was sometimes necessary

compromise, but the can was placed as near its

proper location

to

as circ1.ll11=

stances would permit.
There is a weather station

about 100 meters north of the study

plot and the weather data were available
'Ihe can-traps
centimeters

for use in this

mentioned above are metal cylindrical

in diameter and 30 centimeters

deep.

study.
cans about 15

'Ihe cans were set in

11

the ground so that the top of the can is level

'With the soil

surface.

The opening of the can is then covered 'With a small sheet of masonite with
two inch wooden blocks so fastened

to it as to form tri-pod

Animals passing

keep the cover two inches above the mouth of the can.
under the cover fall
direct

sunlight

directly

the animals and also serve to keep out

water from rainstorms

falling

Rainier Mesa than in the surrounding
attract

lizards

capture.

by offering
safe in this

cans were checked at least
vities

which are much more frequent

desert

shelter

predaceous

on

The covers probably
the chances of their
animals.

A lizard

for up to 56 hours.

type of can-trap

'lhe

every 48 hours except when AECtesting
the area on two occasions.

prevented us from entering

some animals in can-traps

flats.

and thus increase

The covers also keep out larger

is relatively

'lhe covers prevent

into the can and cannot escape.

from killing

legs that

when water flowed into the traps

acti-

We did lose
during heavy

rains.

In addition

to can-trapping,

lizards

plot were captured -whenever possible.

sighted

on or near the study

Some were captured by hand, but

most were snared with a small noose of braided nylon tied to the end of
a fishing

pole.

Th.is procedure 'Will be called noosing throughout this

report.
When a lizard

was captured,

it was marked by toe-clipping

the system used by Tanner (1965) in his study of some reptiles
uranium mining areas in the upper Colorado River Basin.
also

marked by painting

pa.int.
necessity

a number on its

This made recognition
fo:r repeated

occasionally

captures

in the field

follo'id:ng
from the

Fa.ch lizard

was

back with a water base poster
possible

since lizards

and reduced the

only needed to be captur-ed

to check for growth and weight change.

The pa.int was
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especially

helpful

in sighting

are verry difficult

lizards

clinging

to see.

Records were kept for each lizard
clip n'l.llllber, snout to vent length
(if

(s-v),

including
total

weight, sex, and approximate age.

any),

hibernation

to tree trunks where they

a lizard

the lizard

gence from the second hibernation
When the age of a lizard

length,

tail

the first

From emergence in the spring

is called a juvenile,
the lizard

ms in question

toe-

regeneration

From hatching until

is called a hatchling.

to the second hibernation

place of capture,

and on emer-

is considered an adult.

a s-v length

sidered to be the dividing line between juveniles

of 70 mmwas con-

and adults

although

have been known to exceed that length and some adult lizards

juveniles

are known to measure less than 70 mms-v.
If a lizard
not greatly

was captured by noosing or some other means that would

change body temperature,

with a Schultheis
in a can-trap

quick-reading

cloacal temperature

thermometer.

If the lizard

where it was prevented from regulating

its usual behavioral
be useful

its

Special

was captured

its temperature

by

was taken only when it would

means, the temperature

for comparison with lizards

was taken

free to regulate.

notes were made of scars,

reproductive

gravid or not gravid during the egg laying

season),

condition

and behavioral

(i.e.,
obser-

vations.
A series
side/the

of 145 lizards

study plot for histological

most of the matmg activity
possible

was collected

at seasonal intervals

examination of the gonads.

of mating.

Since

occurs during April and Ma.ywhen it is not

to spend more than perhaps a weekend at the study area,

especially

out-

it is

important to have other means of determining the peak period
Some of the lizards

were captured and then frozen in a food
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freezer

and others were taken to Provo alive
'lhe latter

of the gonads.

that were frozen were badly disrupted

detail

to the desired

degree.

and counter stained

at

and sectioning

method was very satisfactory,

testes

wax imbedded, sectioned

for fixing

'lhe testes

and did not show cellular

were fixed in Bouin's fluid,

7 microns, stained

with eosin.

~•ihereas the

by Dela.field's

All gonads were weighed before fixing,

although the ovaries have not been processed and examined.
bodies associated

hemato:x;ylin,
The fat-

1-tlth the gonads of both sexes were weighed and dis-

carded.
'Ille stomachs of the lizards

collected

for the reproductive

were exam:ined as to volume and kinds of food contained.
was measured by placing
cylinder

to the cylinder

stomach content 1-m.simmersed or at least
and graduated

cylinder

An attempt

insects,

available

and perhaps a detailed

be completed at a later
to as:

the recapture
ting capture
lines

was made to

by each order of
Stomach contents

are

of stomach contents

can

have been made by two methods.

They will be

1) the m:i.nin:rum
polygon method (Tinkle, 1967), and 2)

radius method.
sites

analysis

as well as

time.

Home range estimates
referred

were made.

the

between the two

but using such small volumes proved to be inaccurate

being too time consuming, so estimates
still

constituted

until

Both the burette

were then read and the difference

of stomach content

graduated

from a burette

floating.

volumes is the volume of the stomach content.
measure the percent

Stomach volume

the stomach content in a 10 milliliter

and then adding alcohol

sample

'lhe minirrru.mpolygon method consists

on a graph and connecting

the outermost sites

to form a polygon of three or more straight

with 4 or more captures

not in a straight

sides.

of plotwith

Only lizards

line were used in estimating

]1+

home range.

The polygon figure

is then divided into rectangles

and tri-

angles so that the area of the polygon can be calculated.
For the recapture

radius method the geometric center

points of capture and observation
is located
senting

(considered

with the capture points distributed

the center of activity.

(see figures

2 and J).

A figure

radii

or population

can now be drawn to include
The radius of this

exist

95 percent

in nature,

circular

that circular

of the actual

that the actual

mined, would have an area

A c:i.rc'le
points,

This radius can now be used to
home range.

home ranges are rare or do not
the approximate

The minimum polygon method

shape of the home range if

The area estimated

polygon method is probably less than the actual

by the minimum

size of the home range

home range, if it could be deter-

between that estimated

method as a maximum, and that estimated
a minimum.

the result.

is then the observed home range radius for the

there are a large number of captures.
It is likely

fig-

of recapture

of the capture-recapture

size of a home :range area from a few captures.

area.

capture-recapture

but it is a convenient way to estimate

may give a vague indication

is produced

for each set abm.re a

is theoretically

the area of a hypothetical

It is almost certain

lizard

4 and 5), a figure

at the 95 percent level.

population
calculate

circle

around the point repre-

of activity

point on a graph (see figures
for a species

as a recapture)

for each lizard

If many :individual

ures are superimposed with the center
single

hereafter

of all the

by the recapture

:rad:i:us

by the mini:rrrumpolygon method as

Figure 2. - An adult male lizard number 2-6 observed for three summer
seasons.
A. Thi:rty ...one actual points on the study plot
where lizard was captured.
'!he+ signmarks the center
of lizard activity.
B. Polygon showing the extreme outer
margins of the home range by connecting the outermost
points of observation.
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+

,

.,

A

·15.25 meters

B

...

• I ,

...
..
, ,,

Figure 3. - An adult female lizard number 1-14, observed for three
summer seasons.
A. Twenty actual points on the study
plot where this lizard was captured or observed.
The+
sign marks the center of lizard activity.
B. Polygon
showing the extreme outer margins of the home range by
connecting the outermost points of observation.
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..
+

. ',

A

15.25 meters
B

(50 ft.)

Figure

4•. - The observed recapture
radii for males in the population,
by the circle.
There
with the 95 percent level indicated
are 21~4 captures
of 19 lizards
each with a minimum of
three recaptures
included in the figure.
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Figure 5. - '!be observed recapture radii £or all females in the
population, with the 95 percent level indicated by the
circle.
There are 26 lizards captured and recaptured 270
times. Each lizard included in the figure has a minimum
of at least three recaptures.
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RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
Reproductive

Cycle

Males:
of April,

I have not been able to collect

but did collect

during the first

Sceloporus

extensively

occidentalis

from Rainier Mesa

week of April 1968. The temperature

was 7.2C at noon

and there was snow in patches on the north side of trees
April sampling produced only male lizards,
emerge from hibernation

earlier

indicating

than the females.

that the males of Sceloporus graciosus

weeks earlier

than the females and establish

emerged, for there was no indication
It was found that

several

over a small rock to
a total

that the males
emerge about two

te:i:•ritories

that territories

during that

capture a lizard

of four male lizards

much as 4-5 percent
the testes

of lizards

collected

of total

under

was found.

large as to be easily

of some lizards

and on turning

known to have taken shelter

as compared to the size of the testes

They are sufficiently

had been established.

males were basking side by side,

The males, on emerging from hibernation,

testes

The

If this is the case 1'rith .§.. occidAnta].it>, they must have just

period.

testes

and rocks.

Woodbury and Woodbu:r·y

(19_5l})stated

it,

in the month

have greatly

enlarged

during the summer months.
detected

by palpation.

in April and early May constituted

body weight.

Histological

Thr,

as

examination of

taken in April showed spermatogenesis

with many

sper.matids, but no spermatozoa..
On

5 May 1968 another series

eluding one female.

The testes

of seven lizards

of the May series

was collecteC'l,

were larger

iT!•~

but rru;;,dc,'iJ.p
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a smaller proportion
and had a greater

of the body weight because the lizards

average body weight (figures

and epididymi in this
tozoa; in fact,

series

contained many fully

the epididymi

mature spermatozoa.

6 and?).

Mating must, therefore,

In adult ms.le lizards

developed sperma-

occur in April and ¥.ay,

occuring in June.

observed, although some courting

The testes

enlarged and compacted with

were greatly

with some late ma.ting possibly

No mating has been

behavior has been observed.

the testes

decrease in size from their

maximumin April to a minimum during July and August.
August and apparently

to enlarge in late

the time that the lizard

nation.
late

continue to

We have no late

March, the testes

lected

from their

entirely

enlarge

The fat-bodies

are enlarged indicating

It seems unlikely

but since no lizards

areas of hibernation,

ruled out.

Septem-

to the time of and during hiber-

greatly.

than April,

begin

unable to determine whether or

We only know that between early September and early

mumis reached earlier

testes

enlarge

The testes

continue to enlarge up until

goes into hibernation.

ber or October data and are therefore
not the testes

were older

or

that a maxi-

have been col-

the possibility

of males are still

April,

cannot be
large when the

that they are used mainly to supply

energy during the mating activities

rather

than in development of

spermatozoa.
Female Cycle:

The earliest

female cycle is 5 May 1968.
were examined.
diameter,
after

At this date,

Data available

two adults

(s-v 74 and 77)

measuring 6.J and 2.7 mmin

They had ovarian follicles

respectively.

egg yolking,

spring date of examination of the

does not indicate

if any, that might occur in late

or by the time they enter hibernation.

the extent of

September and shortly
However, most of the

Figure 6. - 'Ille weight of the testes in milligrams of lizards examined
from early April to mid-September.
The curve indicates
a decided decrease in weight through June and to late August,
with an increase in weight beginning in late August and
September.
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Figure?.

- The weight of the testes

as a percent of total

body weight.
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Average weight of testes

as percent

of body weight
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yoling occurs after

emergence in April, May, and June or until

egg

laying.
Two methods of determining time of egg laying were used.
ever female lizards

were captured on the study plot they were palpated

to determine whether or not they were gravid..
egg laying and was found not gravid,

a note stated

In this way succeeding captures

tion as to time of egg laying.
days for several

If eggs could be detected

If a female ·was captured during the season of

the fact was recorded.
gravid.

When-

females.

that she was not

gave fairly

precise

informa-

Time of egg laying is known within two

For others,

the time between captures is much

longer and only close approximation of the date of egg laying is possible.
'Ihe other :method used to give an indication
of lizards

of laying time was the capture

from outside the plot to be sacrificed

:reproductive tract
a group of·four

or placed in terraria

until

for examination of the

their

eggs were laid.

From

gravid females captured 14 June 1967, two were sacrificed

for eY.a.mination and two that appeared to be nearer to laying were placed
in terraria

and fed until

they laid their

eggs.

Of the two that were

opened, one had 15 oviducal ova and the other had 12.
bro,

one laid 13 eggs on 28 June 1967.

jar containing
a. container

The eggs were placed in a glass

about an inch of :moist silica

with the central

disc inverted. wa.s tightly

that would retain

Of the remaining

sand and a ms.son jar lid.
screwed on it.

This prov:i.ded

:moisture, but was not completely air tight.

'Ihe jar contain:ing the eggs was then placed on a shelf' in the la.boratozy
,,!here the eggs hatched 25 August
:in table

1.

The other lizard

The clutch consisted

of

llJ,

·weight of • .535 gram each.

1967.

The weights of the eggs are shown

did not lay her eggs until

14 July 1967.

eggs and ·weighed 7. Li,8 grams with an average
This compares with • 630 gram each in the

previously

metnioned clutch.

'lhe second female apparently

clutch much longer than she would have in nature.
was unde:i:-nou:rished at a time vJhen nutrition
None of the eggs hatched,

It may also be that

was critical

ment of the eggs since she was not adequately

:retained her
she

in the develop-

fed during her confinement.

though each showed the pink area that indicates

a developing embryo at the time of laying.

T.ABLE
l
'WEIGHTOF OVAAT TIME OF LAYING

Number of eggs
in clutch

Weight of clutch

13

8.19

0.538

ll../,

7 • li,8

0.53

10

l.J.• 22

0.1-1-2

12.33

6.63

Aver-age

'lhe earliest
of lizard

o.538

date recorded for egg laying

#5-11.~, captured

·was recaptured

Average weight
per egg

5 June 1967, and apparently

10 June 1967, palpation

time she had also suffered

in the field

a slight

revealed

injury.

'tvas that

gravid.

no eggs.

During this

A cactus spine had punctured

her lower eyelid and 1-m.s still

in the lid when she was captured.

spine did not damage the eye.

It was never certain

gravid s:ince eggs could not be distinctly
lizard

laid

in general,

eggs sometime after

of egg laying

felt

#5-1'-~, which is subject
in the field

The

that this lizard

in her abdomen.

June 2li- in 1966.

about two weeks a.head of the 1967

case of lizard

When she

'!his same

The 1966 season

sea.son.

to question,

was
was,

Aside from the

the earliest

records

for 1966 and 1967 were 14 June and 2L1,June

25
respecti,rely.

There are two records

of a female

The le.test

taken

collected

from lizards

in late

in ·weight as compared. vdth those

and mid-August.

'Ihe fat-body

build-up

occurs

of the female

phase

examined in 1a.te

immediately

after

as a source for egg yo1king.

and presuniably is used thereafter

Data in this

befora

August and Sep-

showed a decline

egg-laying

rec:ord

12 July.

Fat bodies

July

each date.

gravid is 10 July 1967. and the eggs were laid

still

her next capture
tember

for

in that lizards

cycle is incomplete

ha•.rt:,

not been eY..amineddu:r:ing October.
Of twenty

female

lizards

collected

not to be gravid.

and 4 appeared

Three

yolking eggs J-1-l-mm in diameter
to be 9-10 atretic

luten.

follicles

Those considered

the laboratory

hold

Based on the data
th.at mating

occurs

during

has not been observed
takes

place

1968.

four,

contained

however,

to occur

egg laying

what appeared
corpora-

females

and ovulatior1,

and May, probably

April

that

we:t'e

Nine
kept

ir1

than would be the case in ri.a.ture.

eggs longer
concerning

were gravid

were fed in the la.borato:cy.

It is suspected

in early

in late May and early

of individual
Sixty-five

June.

appears

ea:r-ly May because

Accordingly,

June with the first

it

:it

ovulation

:record of egg

diameter

eggs and the numbers in a clutch
ova were measured

The average

laboratory.

laid.

1968, 16

on 14 June 1966 and 2LJ, June in 10f:7.

laying
Size

June

of the latter

and the fourth

to be gravid

their

13

but may have been deteriorating

eggs up to 12 July

had laid

on

of 8.165 mm.
A total
Clutch

length

soon after

for

all

Three clutches

of 37 eggs averaged

they

:i.n the

was 13. 96 mm with an average
were weighed

O. 538 grams (see

size has been determined

were laid

by retaining

soon after
table

gravid

they ,.•oe:n,

1).

females
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the laboratory

until

gravid

and counting

females

necessary
clutch

because

the eggs 'liJere la.id and by sacrificing
the yolking

eggs in nature

contained

eggs.

7 eggs.

between the ntm1be.:ro:f eggs and the size
are undoubtedly
eggs their
two

reprocl:uctive

76 and 77 :mms-v

s-v each laid

to find.

year.

respectively

Snia.11 females

of the female.

83

One liza:rd

laid

The largest

There is a cor·relat:io:n

ones in the population

the younger

first

These methods were

are most difficult

15 and the smallest

obviously

and produce

fewer

mm s-v laid

llr eggs,,

72 and 73 mm

11 and 10, and two

9 eggs.

Hatchlings
The term hatchling
a lizard
enters

is used to designate

from the time of its
hibe:rns. tion

separate

for the first

entities,

record

statement

that

ha.tchlings

sampling

lizards

during

yea.rs.

that

in 1965.)
being

1he first

in 1967 than

the sea.son was later

trip

to appear u.ntil
to the plot

a. twenty-four
hatching

only

in October

Thro:more were taken
'When the

captured

hatch.ling

.r·ecorded

into

fi)l'.'

an ear·1ie:r·

the previous

year.

NE)W

was

,:,:,e ..lc

1967 p:roo.uced 12 hatchllnf.

with

29 mm snout

may continue

them as

11 Septe:>,mber, when the plot

hour period

of ·che hatch1i.r1r:;;s raeasured
indicating

1966.

I+ September

it

is 9 August 1966"

in the fie1d

were st.ill

of

to as juven:i.les.

on 23 .Aug11st which seems to corrobor•ate

continued

A brief

lizards

unti1

to designate

they are refer:red

found on the plot

13 August and ne1oily hatched

1967 was captured

L"l order

of a hatchling

(There were no hatchlings

were closed

in August and September

winter.

the riext spring

The earliest

can-traps

hatching

part of the life

that

the can-traps
to vent

October

ope!1.

and weighed
during

One
• ?2 gra::7J.

fa:vo:rab1e
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The minimum size recorded for a hatchling

in the field

was s-v

26 mmand a weight of .33 gra.m. From a clutch hatched in the laboratory,
was 22 mms-v, and with a weight of .48 gra.m. Tne largest

the smallest
hatchling

knovm to have been less than 24 hours old was hatched in the
and measured 28 mm s-v and weighed .90 gram.

laboratory
unusually

Part of this

large weight can be accounted for by the fact that the umbili-

cal cord was still

attached

were generally

in weight than the hatchling
the possibility

and it had some fine sand

In the clutch of eggs hatched in the laboratory

grains adhering to it.
the hatchlings

to the lizard

smaller in snout-vent
lizards

length and heavier

captured in the field.

that young may hatch with a quantity

and may rem.a.in inactive

This suggests

of yolk in reserve

for a few days during ,m.ich time they may grow

in length and decrease in weight.
Data on the growth of hatchlings
·is limited.

In all

cases of hatchling

before their
lizards

first

captured in the field,

ex.a.ct time of hatching is unknovm. Often a hatchling
is not captured until
hatchling

it is nearly a full

was recaptured

gain in weight or length.

in the season of its hatching

recaptures

Only one

that showed any
of hatchlmgs

but a loss of weight.

The lizard

showing weight gain was numbered 6-16 and was the first

ha.tchling

that showed no change in length,
tured in 1966. Her capture dates,

the

(young of the year)

gram in weight.

There were several

hibernation

cap-

measurements and weights are listed

in Table 2.
Unfortunately

this lizard

case for many other hatchlings

was not seen the next spring as was the
marked in the fall.

it is obvious from the data. available
mortality

ea.ch year in this population

Although years vaey,

that there is a high ha.tchli:ng
and presumably in the species.
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TABLE2

?1EASUREMENTS
.AND
'WEIGHTS

FOR HATCHUNGNUMBER6-16

Date

S-V

8-9-66

28 mm

nnn

. 69

65

nnn

.65
.90

28 :rmn

8-19-66

30 mm

66 nnn

.9-4,.,66

33 mm

?.J mm

the season of hatchmg

were recaptured

of 26-30 mm, total

that showed weight gain :ln

hatch w.tth snout-vent

measurements

length of 45-60 mm, and body weights of .45 to .90

'!hey may if hatched early attain

s-v length of 38 mmor more and

aw-eight of 1.6 grams before they hibernate
The young rem.am active

from hibernation

l.00

to give concrete data I will have to conclude from

measurements taken that the lizards
gram.

65

8-17-66

Since no other lizards

Weight

Total length

later

supposedly in late

in the autmnn than the adults

as early m the spring,

October 1967, 12 were hatchlings

Of 15 lizards

with s-v lengths

of .68 to 1.66 grams, 2 were marked juveniles,

October.

and emerge

captured on 7

of 29 to 38 mmand weights

one male and one fema.let

and one a marked male adult.
The period of greatest
emergence from thei!' first
nile lizards
total

growth for young lizards

hibernation

as can be seen in Table

captured in June average 43.9 mm in s-v length,

length and 2.36 grams in weight.

Of those recaptured

September the averages are 67. l~ mm s-v, 140. 6 mm total,
in weight.

begins i:•r.i.ththeir
L~.

Juve-

99.7 mmin
in .August and

and 8. 73 grams
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TABLE3
MEASUREMENTS
.ANDWEIGHTFOR JUVENILES
IN M.AYANDJUNE COMPARED
WITH
AUGUST.ANDSEPTEMBER

May and June
Minimum

Maximum

Average

Snout-vent

32 mm

54 mm

43.9 mm

Total length

72 :m:m

118 mm

mm

Weight

.7

99

2.36 g

6 g

g

August and September

52 mm

Snout-vent

67.4 mm

71 mm

Total length

100 :m:m

165 mm

Weight

1-1-.
9 g

14.0 g

140.6 mm

8.7 g

Juveniles
As indicated

nation are referred
until

previousJ.y,

lizards

to as juveniles.

the second hibernation

emerging from their
A lizard

remains in this age group

hibernation

enter a period of
length of 35 mm

rapid gro·wth. Many have not yet reached a snout-vent
reached 40-ltj

li,O

mm and this

mm. By early June half of the juveniles
growth continues

By the :middle of August a few have attained

of 70

It is also important to note that by this

lest

juvenile

is approaching a snout-vent

have

at a rapid rate during June

and July.
:tmrt.

hiber-

is entered.

Lizards emerging from. the first
and all are less than

first

length of

a snout-vent

length

date even the smal-

55 :mmand this gener-

30
ation

of the population

length.

During late

a slower

rate.

t.hei:r growth continues

August and September

This :reduction

and this

individuals

between .53 and 73 rri:min the snout to vent

ranges

tends

in :rate is pa.:rticula.:r•ly true

to produce

a more uniform

but at
the 1arge:r·

for

for this

size

age

group in mid-September.

The data for the variations
based on observations

data :represent

ation

than would be encountered

of an early
during

or late

the early

three

of this

is further
adults,

believed

reproduce

will

A further
after

the next

upward into

(mid-August)
ference

the size

'lhe effect

or retard

growth

grovrth cycle.

one full

year1

It

of small adults.

no-wyoung

the juveniles,

8 indicates

hibernation

that

wou.ld extend

the grow-th aurve
from about

ob1rious that

6?-68

rrnn.

the average
I am unable

size

35 rmn

of the

ea:r-ly August at which time a flattening

is approximately

vari-

spring.

of figure

It is also

in the rate

favor

and juvenile

·with few exceptions

examination

curve will. occur.

any one year.

would wither

have reached

emergence from the first

s-v steadily

during

or by the end of approximately

population
that

may be a greater

there

of the hatch.ling

H01;,;rever,by mid-September,
the lizards

years,

autumn or spring

pe:dods

8 are

the su.mme1•s of 1965, 1966 and 1967.

made during

Because these
in size

above and for figure

indicated

at this

time

to note any dif-

of growth between the males and females.

Adults
Lizards
Th.is stage
hibernation.
indicated
lizards,

that

are sexually

in the life

cycle

Size is also

a size

mature

is reached

a factor

males,

to be adults.

as they emerge fr-om the second

and al though I have pr evi.ously

of 70 mm snout to vent

particularly

are considered

0

to s:i.gnify adulthood,

emerge as seY.:ually mature

some

individ:ua1s

witt

Figure 8. - Growth of juveniles

from June to mid-September.
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a size less than 70 mm.
Tt•mmales taken on 9 April 1968 had snout to vent lengths

and 67 mm, yet both had greatly
By late

April and certainly

any sexually

mature lizards

enlarged testes

of 61+

and were breeding males.

before the eggs are laid ir1 June, few if
are less than 70 mmin snout to vent length.

Adults reach a size varying between 70 and 92 nnnin snout to vent
and in total

from 150 to 199.

length

~Jeights of 10.0 to 31.0 grams.
male;

however, the heaviest
Many adults

with orily slight
ginal tail.
entirely

differences

lizard

size have extreme

measured was a fe-

·was a male.
have :regene:r-ated tails.

permits the lizard

This reirJArkable

to duplicate

the lost

part

in size and out-ward appea:r-ance from the ori-

The real value of the tail

to the lizard

kno'Wl'l,but the fact that it is regenerated

a rapid pace suggests
(Tinkle,

The longest

(18 percent)

phenomenon of regeneration

Lizards of this

that its

is perhaps not
so completely and at

presence is of value to the lizard

1967).

Adult size and growth
Because there is variation
to a:r-bitrarily

in the size of adults,

set an approximate minimum size of 70 :mms-v and. to

consider all lizards

of t:his length and longer as adultso

AduJ.ts also continue to grow after
reproduce at a body length
up to a m.arlnrumlength
greater

it wa.s necessary

than that

Many

of a.pprox:i:mately 70 :mmand continue to grow

of 92 mm. The average length. of fema.1e achi.1ts

of males.

The greatest

recorded were from fem.ale lizards.
for fem.ales, but the average total
males have the highest

becoming rep:r·oductive.

individual

body length and total

The average body length
length

is greatest

weight and a slightly

length

is greatest

for males.

The

higher avemg:e

·;ii3
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weight

than the females.

A SU11ll1'.la.:ry
of these

data i.s presented

in Tables

4 and 5.

BODYLENG'IH(S-V) IN MILLIMETERSFOR LIZARDS

OF VARIOUSSEX-AGE
GROUPS
FORTHE
THREESEASONSOF THESTUDY
Minimum

Maxinrum

Average

o~

90

Female Adults

67

79.7

92

81.8

Male Juveniles

32

71

Female Juveniles

37

71

57.1

Male Hatchling

27

38

29. 9

Female Hatchling

26

37

30.1

Ma.le Adults

56.4

TABLE
5
WEIGHTIN GRAMSOF LIZARDSOF VARIOUS
SEX-AGEGROUPSFOR THETHREE
SEASONSOF THE STUDY
0

Minimum

Ma:x::i.nrum

__

...,.,,.,

lrverage

Male Adults

10.00

31.00

19.23

Female Adults

10.00

30.00

19.20

Male Juvenile
Female Juvenile

• 70
1.06

11-i-.oo

6.97

13.00

6" 5il

Ilia.le Hatchling

• 53

l.'11

• 77

Female Hatchling

• 33

1.66

084

During a given year three distinct

age groups can be recognized in

a population.

In the early spring as emergence from hibernation

the hatchlings

from the preceding year,

still

small and easily

recognized.

The juveniles

are now small adults but can still
Th.us at this time in the yearly
always possible

juveniles,

are

of the preceding year

be recognized from the older adults.
cycle three age groups a.re apparent,

second year (small adults)

juveniles,

now designated

begins

to distinguish

By mid-June it is not

and adults.

between the t-wo adult groups because of

the rapid growth of the small adults.

In July one can recognize

two age groups, juveniles

By late August and September one

can again recognize

and adults.

three age groups, ha.tchlings,

juveniles

It is important to note that in this population

only

and adults.

lizards

reach full

adult size by the time they are two years old, and are sexually mature as
they emerge from their

second year's

hibernation.

Actually they have

mated and laid eggs (June or July) just before they are two years old.
Longevity
Records show that several
and at least

lizards

have attained

one appears to have reached five years.

marked in 1965 (toe-clip
mid-July indicating

four years of age
The first

11) measured 87 mms-v and weighed 29 grams in

that he was in his third

season.

He was recorded

twice in 1966 and captured or observed 14 times in 1967.
be in good physical
when last

lizard

condition,

measured 89

examined 31 July 1967.

ll1l1l. s-v

He was last

Comparable longev.i ty records are available

He appeared to

and weighed 31 grams

observed 14 August 1967.

for females numbers 19, 1-ll/.,

2-17, and 3-17-18.
From our data it is apparent
but that many live for four years.

that not many live beyond five years,
One of the important factors

35
associated

with longevity

the population

is the increased

reproductive

potential

if there are many females in older age classes.

'Within
Old

adult females may lay a third more eggs than a yO'\lngadult.
Longevity has also been noted to carry a population
when little

reproduction

occurs ·without greatly

of 1965 produced no hatchlings

'Ihe fall

reducing the population.

and the next spring only two were

There is no reason to question

observed in the study plot.

through years

a normal

period of egg laying in 1965; however, a cool wet smnmer seemingly delayed hatch:ing and a heavy frost
young.

In spite of this,

appreciably

in mid-September prevented emergence of

the adults

in the population

did not decrease

the next two smnmers, whereas if this were to happen to
might be reduced by .50 percent

the breeding population

(Tinkle 1967).

Home Range
The area utilized

by a lizard

year (and in sane individuals
Sceloporus .E.•longipes
ard of its

size.

a lifetime)

utilizes

constitutes

a relatively

of the adult male lizards

(1.67 acres)

(Figure 4).

average home range area as estimated
(.59 acres)

for adult females.
lieved

that the actual

probably varies
biotic

greatly

the home range.

small home range for a lizto be a maximumesti-

of this

population

(.48 acres)

(Figure

is .675
for

5). The

by the minimum polygon method is

for adult males and .0,384 hectares

.As explained

during a

'Ihe home range maximumestimated

females by the same method is .194 hectares
.739 hectares

daily pursuits

The home range that is believed

mate for 95 percent
hectares

in its

in Methods and Procedures,

(.095 acres)
it is be-

home range area is between these two estimates
·with the individual

lizard

and the physical

and
and

makeup of his home range.
'Ihere a.re records of a distinct

change of home range between two

36
Lizard #3-16, an adult female,

sU111!1ler
seasons.

about 7.62 meters (25 feet)

occupied a home range of

in radius dur:ing the 1966 and 1967 seasonsg

but was captured 45-60 :meters (150-200 feet)

east of that range on 3

June 1968. Another adult female, 119, wa.s captured 6 times in 1965 in
an area about 60 meters (200 feet)
45 :meters (1.50 feet)

in from the north.

during the 1966 season.
meters (130 feet)
feet)

into the plot from the east side and
She was not captured or observed

In August 1967 she was captured approximately

east of the plot at a level

south of the north end.

the same general area.

about 137 meters (450

She was recaptured

three days later

in

Apparently she had moved her center of activity

16.76 :meters (55 feet) between 1965 and her recaptures

approximately

40

in

1967. There are no records of complete change of home range in adult
:males, but the males have a much larger
dra1m for any one of several
areas of the females that

of the males would encompass both home range

changed home range.
overlap of home ranges,

There is considerable
gon figures

dra11mfrom capture and recapture

It seems likely
overlap.

that portions

Female lizards

a female lizard

together

of a lizard

of another lizard

1967 mile lizard
H-12.

by poly-

data. over a three-year

period.

of the home ranges of two or more lizards
and a. male and

on a rock is not an uncommonsight.

Males bask

in the early spring as they emerge from hiber••·

but are not seen together

one instance

as indicated

are often seen basking together

side side by side at least
nation,

home range and the polygon figure

after

the mating season begins.

defending a territory

or challenging

has been recorded under natural

conditions.

#3-15 vra.s sighted basking on the can-trap

He was noosed and it was noticed

measured on 3 June so after

Only

the approach
On

5 June

cover at stake

that he had been weighed and

making a note of his position

of recapture,

J7
he vms released
the northwest

on a large boulder near stake H-12.
side out of sight,

he was challenged

As #J-15 :r•an arourld

by another male lizard

#6-?. Apparently #3-15 feared #6-7 more than he feared me and he ran toward me, passing ,tlthin

2 feet and proceeded. around the boulder and out o:f

sight toward the east.

The pursuing lizard,

by me and stopped quickly.
of flattening
several

He gave the typical

himself laterally

I noosed him.

of behavior indicating

serYed does not lead me to believe
is probable that ter:dtorial

made to introduce

defense of a territory

nev,r lizards

stated,

it has ;not been possible

to

during April and May. No attempt vms
into established

home :range areas.

if new animals had been introduced

served,

but since this is a part of a continuing

sirable

to introduce

This experimental

was ob-

behavior is most commonly:manifest during

extensively

much could have been learned

The fact that

that such behavior is uncommon. It

the mating season and as previously
observe the lizards

Sceloporus rnle display

(Noble and Bradley, 19.5.5) and bobbed

times showing no fear of me until

only one instance

#6-7, saw me as #315 passed

new lizards

Perhaps
and ob-

study, it seemed unde-

into the study area for this

procedure will be attempted at a later

purpose.

time.

Attempts have been made to determine how the home range is utilized by the lizard.

It appears that Sceloporus

tends to be a sedentary
sunlight

or loafing

lizard.

It spends most of its

in the shade according

ments at the t:ir11e. If a suitable
to capture it.

If no prey appears,

two in three hours.

No active

prey has been observed.
10 feet

occidentalis

or more, snatch an insect

time basking in

temperature

prey is seen, the lizard

require*•

moves quickly

the animal may move only a foot or

foraging

A lizard

to its

longipes

or scratch:mg

in the soil

has been obser1Jed to run rapidly
or spider and then :run rapidly

fo:r
for
back tc.

its

basking place.

direction

A lizard

suddenly disturbed

and caused to flee in a

that w:il.1 lead away from its home range soon becomes confused.

Apparently it is not familiar
return

opportunity

to its

with the new area and will at the first
area and into the hiding places ,,rl.th which

mm

it is familiar.
A most :interesting
all individuals
any indication
vity.

phenomenon is the great tendency of nearly

to stay in a given area for two or three years without
that they have changed in the least

Those few which have made a noticeable

the move to a new center of activity

their

center of acti-

change seem to have made

early in the spring season and pro--

bably before the mat:ing period begins.

This consistency

of hom:ing is

also remarkable inasmuch as some home ranges are made available
readjustments

by the death of old lizards.

taken up or expanded into by the rising

for

Presumably, these areas are
generations

of hatchl:ings

and

juveniles.
Behavior
The home range of an animal is generally
by an animal in its

utilized

search for food, mates, and shelter

1967).

Capture and observation

lizards

in the three seasons of this

boundaries

localities

of each home range has not seemed practical.

The commonpractice

with lines

means indicates

precise

etc.).

A good estimate

and connecting the

gives some idea of home range, but by no

boundaries

or the extent to which the Yarious

of the home range are used (e.g.
The latter

mapping of the

may be found can be made.

of sho·wing capture locations

outermost sites

(Tinkle

ha-ve been recorded for many

study, but accurate

of the general area in which a giiTen lizard

portions

defined as the area

information

basking,

is Yer-y difficult

loafing,

forag:ing,

to obtain because the

39
animals
hours

are so sluggish
or more.

a daily

observation
for

ti:•10

schedule

location.

is

to three

hours

animal

tedious.

daily

activities

for the :required
Attempts

and then take his

gone when he turns

When a lizard

between rocks

or in vegetation

Brief

notes

have been
amount of time to

to keep two lizards

eyes away for ten seconds

again

to the lizard's

and often

as to .frighten

one loses

cannot locate
the lizard

into

Ex:amples are given below.
Sceloporus occidentali;#5-15 (a large female)
sighted basking on small rock northeast
of H-12
at approximately
9:50 a.m. (I then continued
checking can traps).
At 1:05 p.m. she was at
the south1,:rest corner of the large boulder.
She had moved less than six feet by 1:50 (i.e.
from her 1:05 p.m. location).
to her at 1 :L!-0 and she
face of the boulder.

one foot

2:32 p.m.

Moved about
i11 shade.

2: 36 p. m.

Moved about six inches

2: 39 p. m.

Moved north
of sight.

- still

2:4'1 p.m.

Stopped on the northeast
corner
of the boulder in the shade.

2:55 p.m.

Moved into

into

along west side

sun.

it

on individual

At 2:21+ she moved south so that the sunlight hit her for two to three minutes and
then ran across the top of the boulder toward the west.
She stopped on the southwest
corner of the boulder in a shaded spot.

sun.
out

only

previous

place,

have been made of observations

I walked too close
moYed to the northeast

under

One can watch a lizard

moves do1,m from a basking

·without app'.l:'oaching so closely
cover.

at observing

small rock for three

at one t::ime have not been successful.

the lizard

to find

of it

Most attempts
Watching a single

frustrating.
describe

and may remain on a single

sight

again

taking
behavior.

40

2: 56 p. m.

Moved on aroudn to the northeast
face which is shaded.

3 :15

Moved onto the tree nearest
big boulder on the east.

p. m.

the

This lizard is extremely wary and although
I was about L1,0feet away she still may have
been disturbed by my presence.
She i-ra.s never
observed to eat or sh ow interest in food
during these nbservations.

There was ample time for her to warm up and feed prior to the
first

sighting

at 9:50 a.m.

She may also have fed between 9:50 a.m.

and 1:05 p.m.
Two days later

another behavioral

note was made of the same

lizard.
July 19, 1967 arrived at the plot at 7 p.m.
in an attempt to observe lizards preparing to

spend the night.

#5-15 sighted in tree
S. occidentalis
nor·thwest of H-12 at 7:15 p.m.

30 feet

8 :00 p.m.

The sun is going dmm and #5-15
is still hanging, head dovm, on
the pine.

8:26 p.m.

She turned around so her head is
up.

8:35 p.m.

She moved (I heard her. It is
too dark to see her).
I shined
a light on the tree to find that
she had moved up about one foot.

9: 00 p. m. It is much too dark to follow her
if she moves. The flashlight
shows he:r· to still be clinging to
Apparently she is
the tree trunk.
going to spend the night in the tree.
CkL.20 July a female lizard

IJ-17 was observed to take shelter

under a rock and remained there as darkness fell.

rock ,·men it was necessary
On 7 August a lizard

to use a light

She was 1,vell under t.½e

to see her.

#5~20 was observed under the edge of a flat

/..~1

rock at 8 :07 p.m.
or observation

No attempts

by flashlight

·were made at obtaining

in hopes that she would remain as she was

and could be seen emerging the foll01dng morning.
the sun was not up and the temperature
nearby weather station.

At 6:25 a.m., 8 August

was 58 degrees Fahrenheit

The sun appeared at 6:J0 a.m.

ture v,as 20.2 degrees centigrade.

at the

At that time the

By 8 : 45 the soil

was 14. 4, degrees centigrade.

soil temperature

close observation

tempera-

At 8:50 a.m. the head and foreleg

of

a lizard

were seen emerging from under the rock -where #5-20 was seen the

previous

evening.

9:20 a.m. that the lizard

It was not until

completely and was seen to be #5-20.

emerged

At 9:55 a.m. she moved up to the

top of the rock she had been under and basked, even though the sunlight
·was not getting

rhough very 1--::ellbecause of could cover.

again at 10:32 a.m., 12:18 p.m. and 1:15 p.m. still

She was observed

basking,

but having

moved two to four feet at each observation.
Heat requirements
The ability

and temperature

relations.

of Sceloporus

occidental.is

and warm the body to its
is noteworthy.

active

temperature

33.0, for adult females 32.9.

'Whose temper atures
0

alter

were recorded for

temperature

a.nd were cap,..

t:.'leir body temperatures.

were recorded were captured by

noosing and were held in the hand with as little
between lizard

contact

as possible

and hand so that the temperatu.:re of the lizard

changed any more than absolutely

measured

The average for adult males is

that had been free to !"E',gulate their

Most of the lizards

for all lizards

These temperatures

tured by means that would not greatly

to absorb sunlight

while the air :r'emains cool

The range of body temperature

was 21.6 to 37.0 degrees centigrade,
lizards

longipes

necessary.

would not

'!he time at ·which tempera=

ture was taken was l:'eco:rded and somet:imes (but not often enough) the

~-2

temperature

of the air and substrate

were recorded for the same time

(as nearly as one thermometer would permit).
ature was taken on a lizard
Usually a lizard

m

a can trap for comparitive

of a lizard

7 June 196'7 two lizards

Alt.hough the
It is not

in a can trap to be 10 to

below that of a lizard

degrees centigrade
On

purposes.

at the bottom of the can is

much cooler than the ai:r, or the soil surface.

unusual for the temperature
energy.

body temper-

found in a can had been there over night.

cans are only a foot deep the temperature
apparently

Occasionally

free to bask and basorb solar

from can traps

of 17 and 17.4 degrees at approximately

15

showed temperatures

10:JO a.m.

nearby at 9:15 a.m. had a body temperature

A lizard

of 32.1+ degrees.

noosed
Table 6

provides ma:ximum,minimum and averages for the population.

TABLE
6
RANGE
OF TEMPERATURES
RECORDED
FOR
ACTIVELIZARDS ON 'IDE STUDYPLOT
Minimum

Average

Male Adults

21.2

36.2

32.9

Female Adults

21.6

37,0

32. 9

Male Ju·veniles

27.2

36.9

Yt.O

Female Juveniles

32.2

.An especially

A female juvenile

inter·esting

lizard

Cloaccal temperature
lizard

Maximum

36.2

observation

·was made on 15 August 1967,

#1-2·~9 vias found in a can trap at 11:03 a.m.

at that time was 2L~.2 degrees centigrade.

was released.

noosed and the cloaccal

34.0

This same lizard
temperature

The

was sighted basking at 11:47 a.m.,

again taken.

In 41-1-minutes of

43
basking,

the body temperatu.:r-e of this

degrees,

which is near

of' 25. 4.

lizard

to lose

It

It

is interesting

the warmer part
in the

earlier

spring

can trap

part

SU11ll11er.

centigrade

TI:1elizards

longipes.

simply move into

and then

flats

1•mere air

through

tempe:r·atu:re exceeds

July

During

the warmer

ever' exceeds
range

desired

lizards

than.

32

of ~. 2,.

body temperatu:re
of this

in the nearby

They typically

the:Lr· desired

Tney must go underground

tolerance.

air' tempe:r-ature.

the trun.1{ and branches

(p. l.!{)) definitely
spend the night

of the tree.

indicate
in trees

mcve from areas

body temperature

During late

during

of sunlight

and feed

June

lizards

the warmest part

of the

may returfl

to the gro-cmd to spend

the rocks,

but if

the n:ight in the

they dop they appear

to go directly

that

as reported

that

probably

safety

of

to shade to

on insects

My observations

the possibility

action

desert

and ear;ly in August ,§,• .2,. lo:ng__ipe~ spend a grea"t- deal

time in trees.
:rnaintain

for

the

is also

during

Ma:ny observations

area.

a shaded

is cooler· tha.u the outside

'I-mere it

seldom if

up to the

Th:is is not possible

have been made.

It

the

one hour.

more often

seen in trees

wit..1-ii.n the activity

wam themselves

than

seen on the ground.

0

still

had taken

in June and after

capt:11res d:r .:ip off noticeably

which is

9

how long it

su:rm:ne:rand fall,

temperature

tempera-

0

early

are

in the

Mesa the air

On Rainier

for a further

by

can t:r ap with a cloaccal

are most often

or later

that

degrees

that

35. 6

to

tolerated

is Icr.oi;-m to be less

of the su:mmer lizards

significant
of the

it

but

to observe

of August the lizards

middle

voluntarily

is not lmown precisely

tha.t, much heat,

had increased

was sought

and was found agai:.11 i.."tl the

observation

temperature

lizard

of the range

At 12 :l~,5 p. m. the lizard

the species.
ture

the limits

small

summer.

a:t"e o:'.i
above
do
They

of ore1rices

to the trees

in

1?'~

the morning iv.ith ver:y little

if

a,v:,.y basking

.§_
• .£.olon~i£..~S eJtl-libi ts a distinct
temperature
hiding

a:."ldlight

places

conditions.

on cool mornings

to be nearly

solid

black.

Du.rlng most of the season

and the dark markings

lizard

can wa.r.mup faster.

entirely

support

over night

this

are always

on the back can be seen in con-

absorption

hypothesis

Lizards

temperature

essentially

may plan an irnpo:rt,ant role

change.

TI1.ere must be more than

relationship

On ll.J. June 1967 a. lizard

the study plot.
temperature
color

light

of 8.8 degrees

noon) a..~d yet the lizards

tolerate

tl1a t level.

in this

the species,

color
but the

is not yet understood.

and season

at 9:15 a.m.

had a cloacal
It was ·1recy dark i.:c

helpless.

to the study area., April

visit

were very cool
were act:ive.

body temperatures

of :man and cn:.ly r,arely

for

involved,

al though it ·was in the da.:rk and very nearly

1968, the temperatures

the

was found under a roc 1-i'. in a"'l area near

centigrade

spring

so that

of the can trap is

The :morning was cool and the li.zard

On our ea:r·liest

ta:ri1y

'.!he inside

body tempei·a.tu:re

between temperature,

it serves

study does not~ however,

in color.

a.">ldlight

the darkening

radiation

but they are usually light
dark

some

have been in can traps

that

than the active

that

and that

of solar

Some data f:.rom this

cooler

are active,

It has been thought

about by low body temperature

:L-viincreasing

they appear

of the smm:r1erthey a.re

in which t.he lizards

seem to remain dark.
function

eme:r·ge from their

During the warmer' part

trast.

a useful

·w.ifu ehangi:ng

they are very dark in color;

in color

of the skin is brought

change in color

When the lizards

lighter

individuals

on the ground or or, :r·ocksc

(7.2 degrees

centig:rade

7 and 9,
at 12:00

§_• .E.•long_i,E~ does ::ic,t volu:nM

as high as the normal body tempera:t:0.re

does a lizard

permit

its

temperature

to rise

to

Hatch.ling
small

a.."ld delicate.

a high

sm•face

enables

that

Jm,enile

lizards,

that

adults

the hatchlings

cf small

temperatures

reco:t"ded for

and thE~refor
'Ih:is

recorded

This does nd

during

·war-mrap:idJ_y and have not been captured

juveniles

bo

as 'long as the

adults.

a 101.·.rerbody temperature

are

cool quickly.

and also

air

size

Table 6, the minimum temperatures

than those

reach

because

at cooler

in

are higher

because

wa:r.mquickly

to be active

As 1.n.dicated

juveniles

indicate

i:·rere not taken

to volume :rat:lo,

juveniles

sun i.s out.
for

temperatures

the night,

at the'ir

1'.:lut

lowest

boc,y tempera. tu.re.

The pref erred

each liza..rd

species

a:rds,

if :maintained

range

for

extended
(Wilhoft,

available

certain

at their

constantly

periods.

will

1958b).

species

stop

0

can alter

preferred
eating

temperab.1.:r·e

Some species

of 1.iz-

temperature

active

and die with

This may acco\1..11tfor

of lizards

t:r·ai t fc:;.:r·

is aJt i11he:rited

191.~9). Acclimation

(Bogert,

it is :impo:rta.nt that

ently

range

slig,h.t1y (WiThoft and Anderson, 1960).

preference

taining

body tempera:t.:lre

food and 1-:rater

some problems

of main-

temperatures.

at laboratory

Appax"-

be able to c,,ol off f;;,:r a part

the lizards

of

each day.

.
. i;,,e..i...1..
,,-, actap
. t e d by 1·t s m..,egumen
. +
t a.J..
·- cr1a.rac·
..
t .e:i::•:;_.s
· t.~:1.c:;
S fl· 1 ong:i.pe.§:_
_.
J..s

(see
its

Talbot

and Livezey,

behavio:.r to its

tively

large

1961.i,and Coleman a.nd Livez.ey,

cool envh•orunent

on Rainier

f'o:r- a ciol

species

of '1iza:rds

that. inhabit

species

of lizards

do occupy highE:lr and cooler

(Swan, 1952),

competition
occttrs

but no lizards

fo::t•~" 2· ~~~,P§~,

on Rainier

Mesa.

habitat.
cool areas

occurring
at least

Mesa..

T.n general,

lizard

1968). and b;.v
it

(Bogert,

is a :r.·e1aM•

is the

sr11:al:lro,r

19L1,9). Several

habitats

in southern

It

in ether

Nevada pr0vlde

in the type

area.s
se:r·:i.ou.s

of ha.bi ta.t that

11,6

Food Habits
'Ihe stomach

content

os ll1:1 lizards

The results

1rras meas·ured

are given

and the volume of ~~he

was 1a:cge enough to measur·e.

meas·u.1::,ed1,,hen quantity

of stomach content

1rex·e opened

fo:r 100 adu].t

The volume

and 25 juvenile

lizards,

in Table 7.
TABLE7

STOMACH
CONTENTSBY VOLUME

(100)

Adalts

(25)

Juve:niles

1J~2 ml

.05 ml

• l1,8 ill-'1

.65 ml

.05 ml

• 32 nil

Seve:t:·a.1methods have been \lsed f o:r.,expressing
diet

of arthropod-eating

percent

volume,

prey varies
tents

it

greatly,

to be 'lmsuccessf·ul

it

made each portion

limits

since

to measure

vo1·u.me irere

on careful

separati~-n

The major
Perhaps this

smaller

that

brief

the size

range

the stomach

of the
con-

This p:r-oved

Fu:r·the:rmore, the subdividing
measurements

cylinder)

and

f.::,:r e:r"T.'v!',. The effor·ts

0

and estimates

obse:rvati.on

t~ the

we:r•e too close

and a graduated

a gr eat possibilit:y

abandoned

011

to separate

pe::r,::!ent occurrence,

the voL.une of one or more g:roups ·was

(a burette

devices

contair1ed

Since

the makeup of t.lie

t11e vclu.111efo:~, ea.ch order.

:most often

enough

are based

estimates

1965).

could not be measured.

of our measuri.ng

each measurement

9

ix1tention

Tras :my

and measure

dolim to order

so small that

Some cf them are:

lizard,,.

1°reight (Johnson

a.rid

Average

Mi:cinm.m

£1:Iax:i:mu.:m

have been made.,

e,f the stomach

content

The

iind not

1,ihich p!"OV'ed t,.:i be too ·time consUllling.

smJ.rce of food

fryr the lizards

be expected. since

t;he:re

a:re

on Rainier

Mesa. :..s ants ..

28 species

of ~mts

lc11,J~,J'.':)

to occur

on Rainier

abundant,

especially

Every

Mesa (Cole

c:mtainec.

counted

ants

instances

it

forms

himself

c::1 them.

0

to capacity
diet

should

be mentioned

1.1:ndigested parts
entire

bodies

Beetles

-·

contained

sc-=iveral
0

only ants.

Sixty.•eight

appeared

that

One .st.omat·h

ant heads

were

cf one o:f the
It

ant

the 11za.rd had fou:nd the
species

s1rrarm:ing, and gorged

tha-1:'.,l~5 percent

is estimated

ma:'i.y pa.1°ts of ants

that

sc1erotized

mate of importanc("

s.

p::L:n;yo:r,s
a..."ldj1u1i.pers.,

of §.. 2_. 10.BfQ-12~ o:n Raini.1:'lr Mesa is made

of the

are heavily

e:x:t,:remely

stoma.ch.

i:n. that

winged rep1: oductive

or the

the

sto-machs contained

ir.ith a volume of 1, Jh mJ..

In. several

these

aJ.""ealso

any food :m.ate~'.'ial at all

Some of the f'u.llest

contained

The ants

in the o:cgan::Lc :matte:r' under

stoma.ch that

ant heads.

1966).

9

and cannot
remain

,)f' sever-al

.

be digested

insects

in the diet
species

0

of a.'i'lts.

llp

legs

head,

than

It

and tho3'."ax)

0

by the 1:i.zards.

in the stc:mach longer

c;.f soft-bodied

of ants

(e.g.

o:.r m0:re

S:lnce

the softe1·

(Kn01tilton, l9Li.6) 0 the

parts
esti-

could be t.,:::iohigh.

and a 1,·d.de :range of si.zes

are

eaten

b;y·

o. 1 OX~J2.~~•

observed

on t.h.e Mesa.
lizards.

them as they swa:rmed 8.l'.':Y'Qnd
a. rock along

eating

It

El:ren the foul,-smalliJ1g
is est:i:ma ted that

one of the :roads

Teneb:r::Lonida.e aJ:'e eaten

15 per-cent

of the lizards'

by these

diet

cr;,r:s:isb,

of Coleoptel'."a.
Lepi.doptera
in th1;:1stomachs

since

they· are

larvae

and perhaps

of foe lizards.
softrbodied

and readil,y

larvae

acco·u:nt

in ava:ilable

15 percent

1arva.e were connnorJ.y fou.nd

3o:me of them were re1ative1y

majo:r.·' food sou.:rce fo:c, the lizards.
good many ants

beetle

diges+.;ed.

ar'e undo·;1btedly

and
a.

A laY.'ge moth 1ar•va wou'.ld eq·w.a.1a.

fc,od value,
of the

they

large,

diet,

It

is

estimated

at lea.st

during

that
the

Lep1dopt":n·t:

spring
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and early summer. No attempt has been made to analyze the cnanges in
diet on a seasonal basis,
part of a detailed

but it is hoped that this

diet study at a later

can be done as a

time.

Flies are abundant on Rainier Mesa and several
found in examination of the lizard
to catch flies

stomachs.

Lizards have been observed

on the study plot and in other areas along roadways lead-

ing to and from the plot.
to ants and beetles,

Flies are relatively

zen, it is likely

soft-bodied

were captured and the time they were f:ro-

that flies

were often digested

the time the stomachs were examined.

beyond recognition

I estimate

of the diet of.@_. 2.· longipes

that flies

on Rainier Mesa.

higher pe:rcent than stomach examination indicates,
eat flies
to this

more frequently

than any other insect

by

constitute
This is a

but seeing the lizards
except ants prompts me

estimate.
Several species

:in the lizard

of Hemiptera., both adult

stomachs.

Bugs were recognized
of the sclerotized

They are more easily
portions

'li·m.ichseem to resist

but are less

varied greatly
identified

I estimate

and

than flies

because

that about .5 per.cent of the

of Hemiptera.
Field crickets

common. Jerusalem crickets

and throughout the area of Rainier Mesa.
were found in the lizard

in size.

as often as ilies

are co!lll11on
on Ra:inier Mesa.

monly found in can-traps.

and inn:natu:re, were found

of the foreedngs and the head and mouthparts

digestion.

diet consists
Orthoptera

They, like beetles,

in the stomachs at least

probably more often.

lizards'

compared

and since there was often a lapse of two hours or

more bebmen the time lizards

7 percent

species he.ve beer:.

stomachs.

Camel crickets

and grasshoppers

are com-

are also seen

are abundant on the study plot
Small immature individuals

The adults

with their

large heavily

4-9
sclerotized

heads and powerful mandibles are probably too dangerous for

§.. 2• longipes

to attempt to subdue and eat.

:innna.ture lizards

have been killed

As previously

mentioned,

and eaten by Jerusalem crickets

in

Cric'~ets in general are large prey for ~- 2· longipes

can-traps.

and

they are chewed, shaken, and crushed to a great extent before they are
s,,rallowed so they may be digested
parts

that I could not identify

grasshoppers

fairly
remained.

were found in stomachs.

only 3 to 5 percent

of the diet

rapdily

to a point where only

Relatively

I estimate

that Orthoptera make up

of E_
• .£· longipes

Several other orders of insects

few cric'.rnts and

on Rainier Mesa.

undoubtedly are eaten by the lizards

in small numbers, among them Neuroptera,

Raphidiidae,

Isoptera,

and

Homoptera.
Spiders were found in several

stomachs, but here again,

soft bodies are probably quickly digested
account for l percent

and easily

or more of the lizards'

One scorpion was found in a lizard
dence on ·which to base an estimate

stomach.

that scorpions

account for less than 1 percent

food.

I have no other evi-

basis,

in

I 'Will say that it appears
of the diet.

-·

mentioned ( in connection with home range) Scelolongipes

does not move about a great deal foraging

fol"

More c0Im11onlythey bask or loaf in the shade and eat l.fuenever an

arthropod

comes close enough to attract

eat almost anything of suitable
attention
brionid

They may

of the importance of scorpions

o. longipes.

porus occidentalis

broken up.

diet.

the diet of§..

As previously

On this

the

and also that a feather

piece of red plastic

attention.

They appear to

size that moves enough to attract

with almost no discrimination.
beetles

their

their

The fact that they eat tene·was found in a stomach and a

ribbon in another tends to corroborate

that idea.
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'Il1ey often ingest

small :rocks and such items of plant matter as sage-

brush leaves and fragments of the needles under the pi:nyon and juniper
trees.

A Sceloporus occidentalis

longipes

Beaver County, Utah, was noticeably

collected

nea:r Jt.dlf'ord,

thin and refused to eat 'Whenfood was

o.ffe:r.ed. It died and exa.mina.tion showed a large lump in the abdomen.
'!he abdomen ,;,ms opened and it

ingested

was found that a pi:nyon needle had been

and had punctured the intestine,

blocking it.

the needle was a pile-up

of scle:rotized

lump detected

earlier

palpation.

peritonitis.

Cactus spines and other threatening

the stomachs of lizards
are not discriminating
ture and ingestion

by

on Rainier
in their

of food.

insect

In front

of

parts which formed the

There was also a great deal of
objects

were found in

Mesa, indica.t:ing a.gain that the lizards

selection

and not dextrous in their

cap-
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SUMMA.RY
AND CONCLUSIONS

Rainier Mesa is a high plateau

with a maximumelevation

It is app1•oximately 60 percent

meters.

co-v-eredm.th plants,

of 2,286
with pin-

yon pine the dominant species.
The cli...>na.teis noticeably
that

of the desert
~ce.loporu~

flats

cooler and the rainfall

greater

than

the mesa.

surrounding

is the largest

occidenta.1-i s longi.pes

lizard

found o-n

Rainier Mesa and is also the most abundant in terms cf individuals.
life

cycle begins with mating in late

This is approx:i...rnately one month later

June.

• .2• occident.alis

in California

1961) because of the difference
June and 10 July,
20 June.
:many

April o:r May and possibly
1940 and Wilhoft

in climate.

with the majority
species

(Tinkle,

early

than the mating season for
and Quay,

Eggs are laid between 10

seemingly deposited

The eggs are assumed to be buried

other lizard

to find.

(Fitch,

The

in moist

between 15 and

soil,

but as with

1967) they are extremely difficult

No eggs were found i.n the field.

Eggs la:id in the labor·atory

averaged 13.96 m.min length and 8.16.5 nnn in width a.red weighed approxi1na.tely • 5 grams.

Hatching begins i.n August and continues
Hatchlings
field

a month.

averaged 37-38 :mmsnout to vent length -when captured in the

and a.re undoubtedly smaller when first

in the labor·atOJ'.'iJ were shorterp
than the small hatchlings
immediately

for at least

after

hatching.

averaging

hatcted.

• 26 mms-v, and weighed more

ca.ptux•ed in the field
This indicates

Lizards hatched

when t..½.eywere measured

that the young probably

52
hatch with yolk in the mid-gut and remain relatively
time after

hatching

inactive

during which time they elongate

for a brief

slightly

and decrease

in weight.
The hatchlings

grow slightly

does not appear to be rapid.
the lizards,

now called

Most juveniles

before hibernation,

On emerging from their

juveniles,

are very active

but their
first

hibernation,

and grow rapidly.

grow from 40 mm or less in s-v length,

and weighing less

than two grams, to 6.5-71 mms-v and 8-10 grams before their
nation.

On emergence from hibernation

adult and apparently
adult season.

Adults older than first
With their

season, it seems unlikely
'lhe lizards

first

year lay 10 to 15 eggs

large

that multiple

clutch size and short
clutches

are produced.

reach adulthood at 18-20 months, but most of them con-

tinue to grow slowly from the 70-7 5 mm s-v size of young adults
ma.ximum length

are

evidence that more than one clutch of

There is no direct

eggs is produced per season.
activity

the lizards

lay 9 eggs commonly, although some may

adults

lay more and some fewer.
per clutch.

the next spring,

second hiber-

most of the females lay eggs during their

First-year

growth

to their

of 90 mm or more.

Many.£• .2• longipes

live

through four complete seasons and some

live five or more years.
'lhe home range of~-

(1.67 and 0.60 acres)
0.11 acres)
all

.2• longipes

for adult males and .194 and .095 hectares

for adult females.

seasons with the possible

males.

One female lizard

her normal home range.

is between .675 and .239 hectares
(.48 and

Males move about more than females during
exception

of egg laying excursions

of fe-

was found more than 150 meters (500 feet)
She had laid eggs since her previous

her home range only two days earlier.

from

capture in

It is suspected that leaving

the

53
home range area to lay eggs is co:mmon,but our records are not conclusive
proof.
Sceloporus occidentalis
opportunistic

are rather

longipes

'lhey do not appear to actively

feeders.

but seem to try to eat almost aeything
proper size range.
bugs (i.e.

that

They eat tenebrionid

plant materials

well as rocks along with their
consists

of many species

Beetles,

Lepidoptera

make up a lesser

beetles

and some kinds of leaf

by other reptiles.

The major portion

They

needles as

of their

diet

of ants 'Which are abundant on Rainier Mesa.

larvae,

portion

search for food

such as leaves and conifer
prey.

and

comes along if it is in the

order Hemiptera) that are rejected

commonly ingest

indiscriminate

flies,

bugs and Orthoptera

of the diet,

with spiders

of several

and scorpions

species
eaten

occasionally.
This species
light

efficiently

is well adapted by its

and by its patterns

tion to live in the cool climate
to their
or less

active

temperature

of basking in direct

7.2 degrees centigrade.

integument 'Which absorbs sun-

of behavioral

of a high mesa.

temperature

They can warm themselves

range (32-36 degrees centigrade)
sunlight

regula-

when the air temperature

in an hour
is o:rily

Tu.ring wanner weather they remain active

tree trunks and stumps almost all

of the daylight

hours,

on

and some appear·

to spend the night in trees.
The lizard

is ·well adapted to the environment of the Rainier Mesa

'Where it has abundant food, plenty of cover and basking area,
competition

for either

food or space.

with Ma.sticophis taeniatus
lizards.

Bobcats, badgers,

and it is likely

that

Predators

the only predator
and raptorial

and litt1e

are apparentJ.y few,

il1l the area known to prefer

birds are potential

one or more of these species

do act.ively

predators,
prey upon

• .2• longi;pes, helping to keep the population
mortality

rate is among hatchlings,

. young adults.

in check.

'lhe highest

becoming reduced among juveniles

and
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ABSTRACT

The study was undertaken
occidentalis

longipes

and its

to learn the life
environmental

(Rainier Mesa) with an elevation

history

adaptations

of 2,286 meters,

of Scelo;eorus
on a high plateau

at the Atomic Energy

Commission's Nevada Test Site in Nye County, Nevada.
The lizards

emerge from hibernation

in April with the males pre-

ceeding the females by a pe:r,iod of one to two weeks or more.
occurs in late

Apr·il, May, and perhaps early June.

10 June and 15 July.
.females usually

Mating

Eggs are laid between

Clutches of 9 to 15 eggs are laid with the younger
No eggs were found in the .field.

laying 9 eggs.

Hatching begins about the second week in August and continues
a month or more.

Most adults

both going into hibernation
the hatchlings
rapidly

hibernate
in October.

of the preceeding

and reach a body length

Th.ey emerge as adults
four seasons,

earlier

than hatchlings,

with

On emergence from. hibernation,

season, now called
of 6S,..70rmnby their

the following

for

spring.

juveniles,

grow

next hibernation.

Many lizards

live through

and some five or more.

Males occupy a home range estimated
and females to be 0.09 to 0.48 acres.

to be O.7 to 1 acre in area

Little

evidence of territorialism

was noted.
'These lizards
tion,

with ants ma.king up nearly ha.l.f of their

Lepidopte:ra (larvae),
rest

eat almost any arthropod
Diptera,

Hemiptera,

of the diet a.long with spiders,

that attracts
diet.

their

atten-

Coleoptera.,

and O:rthopte:ra make up the

scorpions

and possibly

solpugids

eaten occasionally.

Ants a:re extremely abundant in the area and it may

well be that lizards

of the same subspecies

different

diet because of differences
This subspecies

in the abundance of prey species.

to warm themselves with surprising

They a.re often active

temperatures

within an hour after

of 32 to 35 degrees centigrade

is only 15 ..,,,.,,."'""'"'
centigrade
same time have temperatures

or
slightly

tolerate

grade.

During ·warmweather the lizards

lizards

not marked with bright
Sceloporus

mites,

occidentalis

and soft-bodied

ticks.

snake Ms.sticoohis taeniatus
rattlesnakes.

vlhile the air te.m.perature

temperatures

The

above 37 degrees centi-

spend a good deal of their

to see clinging

time

to tree trunks and

paint would most often go unnoticed.
longipes

are parasitized

by nematodes,

They are preyed upon by the striped
and possibly
birds.

·whip--

by gopher snakes and Pana.mint

'lhey are probably also preyed upon by coyotes,

and badgers and by raptorial

~Jith body

below the air temperatures.

do not voluntarily

They a:re very difficult

sunrise

effi-

An::im.a.J..s
in
can traps at the

lizards
in trees.

elsewhere have a very

is well adapted to the cool climate of Rainier

Mesa and can absorb sunlight
ciency.

living

bobcats,

